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ABSTRACT

Context. Stellar coronal mass ejections (CMEs) are the primary driver of exoplanetary space weather and may affect the habitability
of exoplanets. However, detections of possible stellar CME signatures are extremely rare.
Aims. This work aims to detect stellar CMEs from time-domain spectra observed through the LAMOST Medium-Resolution Spec-
troscopic Survey (LAMOST-MRS). Our sample includes 1 379 408 LAMOST-MRS spectra of 226 194 late-type main-sequence stars
(Teff < 6000 K, log[g/(cm s−2)] > 4.0).
Methods. We first identified stellar CME candidates by examining the asymmetries of Hα line profiles and then performed double
Gaussian fitting for Hα contrast profiles (differences between the CME spectra and reference spectra) of the CME candidates to analyse
the temporal variation in the asymmetric components.
Results. Three stellar CME candidates were detected on three M dwarfs. The Hα and Mg I triplet lines (at 5168.94 Å, 5174.13 Å, and
5185.10 Å) of candidate 1 all exhibit a blue-wing enhancement, and the corresponding Doppler shift of this enhancement shows a
gradually increasing trend. The Hα line also shows an obvious blue-wing enhancement in candidate 2. In candidate 3, the Hα line
shows an obvious red-wing enhancement, and the corresponding projected maximum velocity exceeds the surface escape velocity of
the host star. The lower limit of the CME mass is estimated to be ∼8 × 1017 g to 4 × 1018 g for these three candidates.
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1. Introduction

Coronal mass ejections (CMEs), which are large-scale ejected
structures consisting of plasma and a magnetic field, are one
of the most spectacular eruptive phenomena on stars (Harrison
1996; Forbes 2000; Lin et al. 2004; Chen 2011). In star-exoplanet
systems, frequently occurring CMEs may erode or even strip off
the atmospheres of planets, rendering the planets uninhabitable
(e.g. Khodachenko et al. 2007; Lammer et al. 2007; Airapetian
et al. 2018; Linsky 2019). In addition, large CMEs could poten-
tially generate high-energy particles, which may destroy ozone in
the planetary atmospheres. This would allow a lot more UV pho-
tons to arrive at the planetary surfaces, affecting the habitability
of planets (Segura et al. 2010). Moreover, CMEs could also con-
tribute significantly to the loss of stellar angular momentum and
mass during the long-term evolution of stars (Khodachenko et al.
2007; Yelle et al. 2008; Benz & Güdel 2010; Aarnio et al. 2012).

Solar CMEs have been frequently observed and intensively
studied in the past few decades. Depending on the solar activ-
ity level, there are normally 0.5–6 CME events per day on the
Sun. The typical speed of solar CMEs is in the range of tens
to thousands of kilometres per second, and the average mass of
solar CMEs is about 4 × 1014 g (Gopalswamy et al. 2010; Webb

& Howard 2012; Kilpua et al. 2017; Linsky 2019). Observations
have shown that the maximum mass of solar CMEs is about
2 × 1017 g, and the maximum kinetic energy of solar CMEs is
about 1.2 × 1033 erg (Gopalswamy et al. 2009).

However, so far there have been only a few attempts at stellar
CME detections. The main detection method is the Doppler-shift
method, which searches for stellar CME signals by detecting the
enhanced emission or absorption in the wings (or the nearby
continuum) of spectral lines. From spatially resolved extreme-
ultraviolet (EUV) spectroscopic observations, Tian et al. (2012)
reported obvious blue-wing enhancements in several spectral
lines during a solar CME eruption. A CME-caused blue-wing
enhancement has also been detected in the Sun-as-a-star EUV
spectra (Xu et al. 2022). Inspired by these results, Yang et al.
(2022) recently developed an analytical CME model and demon-
strated that stellar CMEs can also be detected through EUV
spectroscopy. By analysing the X-ray spectra of a stellar flare
on a G-type giant star (HR 9024), Argiroffi et al. (2019) reported
a blueshifted component in the O VIII 18.97 Å line, which was
ascribed to a possible CME associated with a flare. In the past,
the Doppler-shift method was mostly applied to stellar spec-
tra in the visible band. For example, through the blue-wing
enhancement in the Hγ line, Houdebine et al. (1990) discovered
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possibly the first stellar CME candidate with a maximum pro-
jected velocity of –5800 km s−1 on AD Leo (here the minus sign
indicates blueshift). With optical spectral observations of a solar-
type star (EK Dra), a blueshifted absorption component with a
projected velocity of –510 km s−1 in the Hα line was detected,
which may indicate the occurrence of a CME (Namekata et al.
2021). A blue-wing enhancement in Hα lasting for ∼60 minutes
was reported by Maehara et al. (2021), which may result from
a prominence eruption on YZ CMi. Muheki et al. (2020b) iden-
tified weak asymmetries of the Balmer lines in the spectra of
EV Lac, which were attributed to an erupting filament. Based on
the asymmetries of the Hα, Hβ, and Hγ lines on V374 Peg, Vida
et al. (2016) detected a stellar CME candidate whose maximum
projected velocity exceeds the stellar surface escape velocity.
Guenther & Emerson (1997) identified a blueshifted component
with a projected velocity of about –600 km s−1 in the Hα line,
which was interpreted as a CME on the observed T Tauri star.
Similar Doppler-shifted emission or absorption features have
also been reported and interpreted as stellar CMEs by several
other authors (Gunn et al. 1994; Bond et al. 2001; Fuhrmeister
& Schmitt 2004; Leitzinger et al. 2011; Cao et al. 2019; Muheki
et al. 2020a). Some authors have attempted to search for stel-
lar CMEs using the Doppler-shift method, but no obvious CME
signal (an obvious asymmetry in spectral lines) has been found
(Leitzinger et al. 2014, 2020; Korhonen et al. 2017; Wang et al.
2021). Leitzinger et al. (2014) concluded that the signal-to-noise
ratio (S/N), not the spectral resolution, is the most important
factor affecting the application of the Doppler-shift method in
searches for stellar CMEs.

In addition, other studies have attempted to search for stellar
CMEs using spectroscopic survey databases. Vida et al. (2019)
used the virtual observatory data to search for stellar CMEs
by analysing the Balmer-line asymmetries of late-type stars.
The typical projected velocity of their detected CME candi-
dates is between 100 km s−1 and 300 km s−1, and the mass of
the candidates ranges from 1012 kg to 1015 kg. An effort was
made to hunt for CMEs from late-type main-sequence stars by
analysing the asymmetries of the Balmer lines in SDSS spectra
(Koller et al. 2021). Results showed that the mass and projected
maximum velocity of the CME candidates are 1016–1018 g and
300–700 km s−1, respectively.

From solar observations, we know that energetic CMEs may
generate type-II radio bursts. So a stellar type-II radio burst
would be strong evidence of stellar CMEs. Many authors have
attempted to detect radio bursts on active stars (e.g. AD Leo
and EV Lac). Although some radio bursts have been observed,
there has been no unambiguous detection of type-II bursts
(e.g. Abdul-Aziz et al. 1995; Abranin et al. 1997, 1998;
Leitzinger et al. 2009; Boiko et al. 2012; Crosley et al. 2016;
Crosley & Osten 2018; Pritchard et al. 2021).

There is a new detection approach that involves stellar coro-
nal dimming, in which stellar CMEs are detected by searching
for a sudden dimming of the EUV or X-ray emission. Veronig
et al. (2021) verified the possibility of using the coronal dimming
to detect stellar CMEs by treating the Sun as a star and then used
this method to detect multiple CME candidates on cool stars
(e.g. AB Dor, AU Mic, and Proxima Centauri). Additionally,
Moschou et al. (2017) reported a CME candidate on the eclipsing
binary Algol using the X-ray continuum absorption method. Sev-
eral cases of X-ray absorption in stellar observations may also
be related to stellar CMEs (e.g. Haisch et al. 1983; Ottmann &
Schmitt 1996; Tsuboi et al. 1998; Franciosini et al. 2001; Pandey
& Singh 2012). Other stellar CME detection methods and the
detection history are provided in Moschou et al. (2019).

This work attempts to use the Doppler-shift method to search
for possible stellar CMEs from late-type main-sequence stars in
the Large Sky Area Multi-Object Fiber Spectroscopic Telescope
Medium-Resolution Spectroscopic Survey (LAMOST-MRS).
The sample selection and CME detection method are presented
in the second section. The third section presents a detailed anal-
ysis and discussion of the three identified CME candidates. The
summary and future perspective are given in the final section.

2. Data sample and CME detection method

2.1. LAMOST-MRS

LAMOST (Cui et al. 2012; Zhao et al. 2012; Deng et al. 2012;
Luo et al. 2015) is a four-metre reflective Schmidt telescope
equipped with 4000 optical fibres. The field of view of the
LAMOST is 20 square degrees. This telescope is located in Xin-
glong Station of National Astronomical Observatories, Chinese
Academy of Sciences. From October 2011 to July 2018, the first
phase of the LAMOST low-resolution spectroscopic survey was
completed, collecting more than 10 million low-resolution stel-
lar spectra (R ∼ 1800). Since October 2018, the second phase
of the 5-yr spectroscopic surveys has been implemented, includ-
ing the LAMOST Low-Resolution Spectroscopic Survey and the
LAMOST-MRS, each of which accounted for half of the total
observation time (Liu et al. 2020). The LAMOST-MRS includes
two modes: the time-domain survey and the non-time-domain
survey. The time-domain survey repeatedly observes the tar-
gets on multiple observation nights. The LAMOST continuously
exposes the same targets 3–8 times during each time-domain
observation night. On a non-time-domain observation night, the
LAMOST continuously observes the same targets three times.
The typical exposure time is 1200 s, and the limiting magnitude
in the G band is about 15 mag. Therefore, the target observed
by the LAMOST-MRS will have more than three continuously
observed spectra.

LAMOST-MRS raw data are processed by the LAMOST 2D
pipeline, including standard dark and bias subtraction, flat-field
correction, spectral extraction, sky subtraction and wavelength
calibration (Luo et al. 2015; Zong et al. 2020). The LAMOST-
MRS spectrum includes a blue arm (4950–5350 Å) and a red arm
(6300–6800 Å), and the spectral resolving power R is ∼7500.
The typical radial velocity accuracy of the LAMOST-MRS
observations reaches 1 km s−1 (Liu et al. 2019; Wang et al. 2019).
The LAMOST-MRS also provides fundamental stellar atmo-
spheric parameters including the stellar effective temperature
(Teff) and the surface gravity (log g), etc. (Wang et al. 2020).
From October 2018 to June 2021, the number of the LAMOST-
MRS spectra in a single exposure exceeds 10 million. These
spectra will be released through the LAMOST DR81 and the
DR9 v02.

2.2. Sample selection and data processing

The purpose of this study is to search for stellar CMEs on late-
type main-sequence stars in the LAMOST-MRS. We selected
the late-type main-sequence stars based on the stellar effective
temperature (Teff) and the surface gravity (log g). The selec-
tion criteria are Teff < 6000 K and log[g/(cm s−2)] > 4.0. In
addition, the S/N of the red arm and the blue arm of each
LAMOST-MRS spectrum is required to be greater than 5. The

1 http://www.lamost.org/dr8/
2 http://www.lamost.org/dr9/
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Fig. 1. Location of the search sample (GKM-type main-sequence stars, Teff < 6000 K, log[g/(cm s−2)] > 4.0) on the Hertzsprung–Russell diagram.
The stellar parameters corresponding to the grey squares are obtained from the LAMOST-MRS parameter catalogue in the LAMOST DR8. The
green crosses represent the sample for this study, and their parameters come from the LAMOST-MRS parameter catalogue in the LAMOST DR8
and DR9 v0. The red solid circles show the locations of the host stars for the three stellar CME candidates.

Table 1. Numbers of stars in our search sample.

Data name G-type stars (spectra) K-type stars (spectra) M-type stars (spectra) All stars (spectra)

LAMOST DR8 138 928 (863 794) 30 201 (181 858) 1393 (7103) 170 522 (1 052 755)
LAMOST DR9 v0 44 889 (265 540) 10 355 (59 075) 428 (2038) 55 672 (326 653)
CME candidates 0 (0) 0 (0) 3 (11) 3 (11)

location of the final selected sample on the Hertzsprung–Russell
diagram is shown in Fig. 1. The numbers of different types
of stars in the sample are summarized in Table 1. This sam-
ple includes 1 379 408 LAMOST-MRS spectra, which are from
226 194 late-type main-sequence stars, as shown in Table 1.

Before detecting stellar CMEs, the LAMOST-MRS spec-
tra need to be pre-processed. First, we normalized the red and
blue arms of each LAMOST-MRS spectrum separately using
the ‘laspec’ toolkit (Zhang et al. 2021), and removed cosmic
rays. Then the wavelength of each spectrum was corrected by
using the radial velocity parameter (rv_br0) in the LAMOST-
MRS parameter catalogue. These pre-processed spectra were
then used to search for stellar CMEs.

2.3. CME detection method

In this study, we searched for stellar CME signals by examining
the asymmetry of the Hα line. There are a number of techniques
that can be used to analyse the asymmetries of line profiles (e.g.
Tian et al. 2011; Maehara et al. 2021; Koller et al. 2021). In
order to quickly and accurately select spectra with asymmetric
Hα line profiles from the large sample, we designed a partition
integral comparing method (PICM) to analyse each file. Each
file comprises at least three continuously observed spectra for a
target.

In the following, we describe the principle of the PICM.
Panel A of Fig. 2 shows the Hα lines of the LAMOST-MRS
spectra in a pre-processed file, which contains three continu-
ously observed spectra. The exposure time of each spectrum is
1200 s. First, the blue region (6552.61–6564.61 Å) and the red
region (6564.61–6576.61 Å) of the Hα line in each spectrum
were respectively integrated:

S B(n) =

∫ 6564.61

6552.61
Fnor(λ)dλ, n = 1, 2, ...,N (1)

errB(n) = σB(n) × 12, n = 1, 2, ...,N (2)

S R(n) =

∫ 6576.61

6564.61
Fnor(λ)dλ, n = 1, 2, ...,N (3)

errR(n) = σR(n) × 12, n = 1, 2, ...,N. (4)

In the above four equations, S B(n) and S R(n) are the integrals of
the blue and red halves of the Hα line for each spectrum in a file,
respectively. errB(n) and errR(n) are the corresponding errors. And
N is the number of spectra in the file. Fnor is the normalized flux
of the spectrum.σB(n) andσR(n) are the standard deviations of the
normalized fluxes in the wavelength range of 6535–6545 Å and
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the partition integral comparing method (PICM) for stellar CME detection. Panel A shows the Hα line profiles in a
pre-processed file. Panels B and C show the maximum (∆S max) and minimum values (∆S min) of the ∆S n, respectively. The ∆S n is the absolute value
of the difference between the integrals on the blue and red halves of each Hα profile. The vertical dotted black line represents the rest wavelength
of the Hα line in each panel.

Table 2. Observation information and stellar parameters for the three CME candidates.

LAMOST obsid LAMOST designation Sp_type Teff (K) log g (dex) 2MASS designation J (mag) Radius (R�)

876604049 J035012.86+242106.5 M1 3708.7 4.7 J03501290+2421067 11.454 0.55
635003103 J121933.15+015426.7 M4 3436.3 4.6 J12193316+0154268 10.543 0.35
624510064 J041827.35+145813.6 M2 3540.1 4.8 J04182735+1458137 10.444 0.50

6580–6590 Å, respectively. The integration limits for S B(n) and
S R(n) are 12 Å, corresponding to a maximum Doppler velocity
of 548 km s−1. For most of the detected CME candidates, their
Hα profiles at least partially overlap with the integral regions.
The disadvantage of this method is that very fast and very slow
asymmetries may be missed when the CME-caused Hα profile
is narrow.

We then calculated the absolute value of the difference
between the integrals for each spectrum using the following
formula:

∆S n =
∣∣∣S B(n) − S R(n)

∣∣∣, n = 1, 2, ...,N (5)

errS n =

√
(errB(n))2 + (errR(n))2, n = 1, 2, ...,N. (6)

When ∆S n is greater than its corresponding error errS n , it
indicates that the Hα line in the spectrum is asymmetric. As
illustrated in panels B and C of Fig. 2, the maximum value of
∆S n is represented by ∆S max and the minimum value is rep-
resented by ∆S min. In order to ensure that the asymmetric Hα
profiles originate from the process of stellar eruption, rather
than from the quiet stellar prominence, we further imposed the
following requirement:

|∆S max − ∆S min| >
√

(errS max )2 + (errS min )2. (7)

If the Hα line profiles in a file satisfy the above conditions,
the PICM will treat the file as a stellar CME candidate. Finally,
we visually inspected the automatic search result to remove false
stellar CME candidates caused by residual cosmic rays. In the
meantime, we checked the SIMBAD database (Wenger et al.
2000) to ensure that each CME candidate comes from a late-type

main-sequence single star, excluding the influence of eclipsing
binaries, T Tauri stars, and RR Lyr stars.

After these processes, we detected three stellar CME can-
didates, and their related parameters are listed in Table 2. In
Table 2, the first column, ‘LAMOST obsid’, provides the unique
identification of each file in which a CME candidate was iden-
tified. The second column, ‘LAMOST designation’, gives the
LAMOST name of the host star for each CME candidate. The
third column provides the spectral type of the host stars, which
is classified by the LAMOST 1D pipeline by matching the
observed low-resolution spectrum with the templates (Luo et al.
2015). The uncertainty of the LAMOST spectral type is within
two sub-classes. The fourth and fifth columns are the stellar
effective temperature and surface gravity given by the LAMOST-
MRS. The sixth and seventh columns are stellar parameters from
the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS), including the 2MASS
designation and the J-band magnitude (Cutri et al. 2003). The
last column is the stellar radius calculated from the relation-
ship between the radius and spectral type for main-sequence stars
(Cox 2000). The locations of the host stars of these three CME
candidates on the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram are shown as the
red solid circles in Fig. 1.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Stellar CME candidate 1: LAMOST obsid 876604049

3.1.1. Characteristics of the chromospheric lines in CME
candidate 1

The host star of CME candidate 1 (LAMOST obsid 876604049)
is a main-sequence star (LAMOST J035012.86+242106.5). This
host star is also named V371 Tau in the Pleiades. Several authors
have confirmed that V371 Tau is a dwarf with a spectral type
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Fig. 3. Pre-processed spectra of CME candidate 1 (four solid lines) and the reference spectra of the host star (two dashed lines). Each spectrum
is marked with the LAMOST local modified Julian day (LMJD) at the time of exposure. Panel A is part of the blue arm (5150–5200 Å), which
contains the Mg I triplet lines (5168.94 Å, 5174.13 Å, and 5185.10 Å) and the Fe II 5170.47 Å line. The rest wavelengths of these chromospheric lines
are marked with the vertical dotted black lines. Panel B is part of the red arm (6450–6700 Å), which contains the Hα (6564.61 Å) line and the He I

6680 Å line. The vacuum wavelengths of these lines are taken from van Hoof (2018). In panels A and B, the spectra of CME candidate 1 observed
at different times are shifted on the vertical axis for a better illustration. In order to clearly show the changes in the Hα line profiles, the spectra
near the Hα line are plotted in panel C.
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Fig. 4. Double Gaussian fitting results for the Hα contrast profiles of the three active spectra in CME candidate 1. The solid yellow lines are the
Hα contrast profiles, and the solid red lines are the double Gaussian fitting results. The dashed blue and green lines represent the two Gaussian
components. The vertical dotted black line indicates the rest wavelength of the Hα line in each panel.

of M3Ve (Pesch 1961; Mirzoyan et al. 1990; Prosser et al.
1991; Parsamyan & Oganyan 1993). This star is also a flare star
(Haro & Chavira 1970; Chavushian & Gharibjanian 1975; Haro
et al. 1982; Mirzoyan et al. 1990; Parsamyan & Oganyan 1993;
Hodgkin et al. 1995; Akopian 2001). There are four consecu-
tively observed LAMOST-MRS spectra for CME candidate 1.
Fig. 3 shows the pre-processed spectra of CME candidate 1 and
two reference spectra of its host star. Following Koller et al.
(2021), when the normalized spectra of the host star observed
at different times are almost the same, these spectra are regarded
as reference spectra. The first spectrum of CME candidate 1 is
almost the same as the two reference spectra of the host star,
indicating that this spectrum was also taken in the relatively
quiet period. So we superimposed these three spectra and plot-
ted them in Fig. 3. It can be seen from Fig. 3 that the intensities
of the chromospheric lines (Mg I triplet lines, Fe II 5170.47 Å,
Hα, and He I 6680 Å) in the second, third, and fourth spectra
(solid orange, green, and red lines) of CME candidate 1 gradu-
ally increase, indicating the impulsive phase of a stellar flare. In
order to analyse the asymmetries of the chromospheric lines in
detail, we defined the following contrast profile:

Ic(λ) =
Fnor, active(λ) − Fnor, ref(λ)

Fnor, ref(λ)
, (8)

where Fnor, active(λ) is the normalized flux of an active spectrum
in the CME candidate, and Fnor, ref(λ) is the normalized flux
of the reference spectrum. The active spectrum and the refer-
ence spectrum were interpolated before this step. This operation
allows these spectra to be compared at the same wavelengths.
The contrast profile is often used to analyse asymmetric spec-
tral line profiles observed during solar magnetic activity (Hong
et al. 2014). For CME candidate 1, the first spectrum is a ref-
erence spectrum and has a S/N of 23 for the red arm and 8 for
the blue arm. Therefore, this spectrum was selected as the ref-
erence spectrum and marked as ‘Reference spectrum’ in Fig. 3.
The three Hα contrast profiles of the active spectra are shown in
Fig. 4.

In this study, we performed double Gaussian fitting for the
contrast profiles of the asymmetric chromospheric lines, the
fitting function can be expressed as the following:

Ic(λ) = A0 + A1e
−

(λ−λ1)2

2σ2
1 + A2e

−
(λ−λ2)2

2σ2
2 . (9)

In addition, we also defined the centre and maximum velocities
of the two Gaussian components,

υ1,centre =
λ1 − λ0

λ0
c, (10)
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Fig. 5. Centre and maximum velocities of the two components in the Hα contrast profiles of the three active spectra in CME candidate 1. Panel A
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υ1,max =
λ1 − λ0 ± 2σ1

λ0
c, (11)

υ2,centre =
λ2 − λ0

λ0
c, (12)

υ2,max =
λ2 − λ0 ± 2σ2

λ0
c, (13)

where λ0 is the centroid wavelength of a chromospheric line, c
is the speed of light. The sign ‘±’ in Eqs. (11) and (13) is deter-
mined by the results of Eqs. (10) and (12), respectively. When
the centroid velocity is negative, it is taken as ‘–’, otherwise it
is taken as ‘+’. When the speed is negative, it means a blueshift.
And when it is positive, it indicates a redshift.

The double Gaussian fitting results of the Hα contrast pro-
files of the three active spectra in CME candidate 1 are presented
in Fig. 4. The fitting results reveal that there are two compo-
nents in the Hα contrast profiles, one of which is the blueshifted
component, as shown by the blue dashed lines in Fig. 4, and the
other is the redshifted component shown by the green dashed
lines. The amplitude and the full width at half maximum of
these two components are gradually increasing. In addition, it
can be seen from Fig. 5 that the central and maximum velocities
of the blueshifted component both show a gradually increasing
trend, while the central and maximum velocities of the redshifted
component show a gradually decreasing trend.

For CME candidate 1, the S/N values of the red arms of the
three active spectra are 25, 24, and 27, respectively. The values

of the blue arms are 10, 9, and 11, respectively. Although the S/N
of the blue arm is not as high as that of the red arm, it can be seen
from the contrast profiles shown in Fig. 6 that the emission of the
Mg I triplet lines gradually increases, and their blue wings also
show obvious enhancements. Therefore, we also performed dou-
ble Gaussian fitting for the contrast profiles of the Mg I triplet
lines, and present the results in Fig. 6. The Fe II 5170.47 Å line
emission can also be seen from Fig. 6 and its intensity gradu-
ally increases. Fig. 7 shows the centre and maximum velocities
of the two components of the Mg I triplet lines. From panel A we
can see that the components marked by the green dashed lines in
Fig. 6 show a small redshift, with an average value of the central
velocities around 5 km s−1. The panel B shows that their maxi-
mum velocities are decreasing. The components marked by the
blue dashed lines in Fig. 6 reveal a blueshift. The average value
of the centre velocities of these blueshifted components is about
–70 km s−1 (panel C), and the average value of the maximum
velocities is about –110 km s−1 (panel D). The single Gaussian
fitting results for the He I 6680 Å contrast profiles are presented
in Fig. 8. We can see that the Doppler shift is small and that the
most obvious feature is the gradually increasing intensity.

3.1.2. Asymmetries of the chromospheric lines in CME
candidate 1

The above analysis results indicate that CME candidate 1 is
likely detected in the impulsive phase of the associated stel-
lar flare. More importantly, the Mg I triplet lines and the Hα
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Fig. 6. Double Gaussian fitting results for the contrast profiles of the
three active spectra in CME candidate 1. The vertical dotted black lines
indicate the rest wavelengths of the Mg I triplet and Fe II 5170.47 Å
lines.

line show blue-wing enhancements at the same time. This is the
first time that a blue-wing enhancement of Mg I triplet lines has
been detected during a stellar flare. By checking the atomic line
database (van Hoof 2018), no flare-related lines were found to
appear in the blue wings of the Mg I triplet lines simultaneously.
The S/N of the Hα is twice that of the Mg I triplet lines, and the
centre velocity and maximum velocity of the blue-wing enhance-
ment in Hα clearly show a gradually increasing trend. Therefore,
the blue-wing enhancement could be interpreted as the line-of-
sight projection of an outward moving stellar prominence (as
part of a CME). The following is the basis of this interpretation.

First, Ding & Habbal (2017) observed the spectra of a solar
CME associated with a prominence eruption during a total solar
eclipse. Their spectra show an obvious emission in the Mg I
triplet, Fe II and He I lines. The redshifts of these lines corre-
spond to velocities ranging from under 100 to over 1500 km s−1.
Blueshifts are rarely found in their lines. These observational
results were interpreted as being caused by a solar CME mov-
ing away from the observer. The blue-wing enhancement of the

spectral lines in our data may be caused by a CME propagat-
ing towards the observer. It should be noted that the blue-wing
enhancement of the Mg I triplet lines is noisy and seems to be
always separated from the line core. The corresponding veloc-
ities are small. Further observations are required to examine
whether such features are CME-related.

Second, we want to determine if these blue-wing enhance-
ments could be caused by the chromospheric evaporation. Solar
flare observations show that signatures of chromospheric evapo-
ration are often found in high-temperature lines, such as emis-
sion lines from the Fe XII-XXIV ions, while low-temperature
chromospheric lines often do not reveal obvious blue-wing
enhancements or blueshifts (e.g. Tian et al. 2014, 2015; Li &
Ding 2011; Li et al. 2015b,a). In a solar flare observation, Tei
et al. (2018) found that the Mg II h line shows a blue-wing
enhancement in the impulsive phase of the flare. After using the
cloud model to analyse the evolution of the Mg II h line profile
during the flare, they suggested that the blue-wing enhancement
of the Mg II h line may be caused by a scenario in which an
upflow of cool plasma is lifted up by expanding hot plasma
owing to the deep penetration of non-thermal electrons into the
chromosphere. However, the maximum speed corresponding to
the blue-wing enhancement of the Mg II h is only 14 km s−1,
which is much smaller than that in our case. We noticed that
the velocities of the blue-wing enhancement of the Mg I triplet
lines and the Hα line in CME candidate 1 are different, which
might be caused by the different S/N of these lines or the larger
uncertainty of the Hα fitting. There is no obvious blue-wing
enhancement in the Fe II 5170.47 Å and He I 6680 Å lines, which
may be caused by the low S/N in these lines. However, the
enhanced emission in both of these two spectral lines indicates
that the host star is indeed in the process of an eruption.

The redshifted component in the Hα contrast profiles may be
caused by chromospheric condensation. A solar flare observation
reveals that the redshift of the Hα line caused by chromospheric
condensation reaches 46 km s−1 before gradually decreasing (Tei
et al. 2018). The decreasing velocity of the redshifted component
of Hα in CME candidate 1 is similar to the result of Tei et al.
(2018), and the centre velocity is close to the velocity of chro-
mospheric condensation in the solar observation. The maximum
velocity of the redshifted component in the Mg I triplet lines also
shows a gradually decreasing trend. The central velocity shows
a redshift that is smaller than that of Hα, which might be due to
the different formation heights as well as S/N values of the Hα
and Mg I triplet lines.

If the blue-wing enhancements of the Mg I triplet and Hα
lines in CME candidate 1 are caused by a CME, we can select
the strongest blue-wing enhancement of the Hα line to estimate
the minimum mass of the CME through the following formula:
(Houdebine et al. 1990; Koller et al. 2021):

MCME >
4πR2Femission

Ntotal
N j

mHηOD

hν j−iA j−i
, (14)

where R is the stellar radius, Femission is the integrated flux of
the Hα blue-wing enhancement, and other parameters are specif-
ically referred to Koller et al. (2021). Because the LAMOST-
MRS only gives the relative flux of the spectrum, we calculated
the Femission using the following method. We first integrated the
enhancement area caused by the CME in the Hα contrast profile,
denoted as QCME. This represents the ratio of the Hα enhance-
ment caused by the CME to the quiet Hα flux, which can be
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Fig. 8. Single Gaussian fitting results for the He I 6680 Å contrast profiles of the three active spectra in CME candidate 1. The solid red lines are
the fitting results, and the vertical dotted black lines indicate the rest wavelength of the He I 6680 Å line.

calculated using the following equation:

QCME = Acσc
√

2π, (15)

where Ac and σc are the amplitude and standard deviation of the
blueshifted Gaussian component of the Hα contrast profile (blue
dashed line in Fig. 4C), respectively. The quiet Hα flux (FHα,quiet)
was calculated through the following empirical relationship:

FHα, quiet ≈ FHα, con = χσT 4
eff , (16)

where χ is the ratio of the surface continuum flux (adjacent to the
Hα line, FHα, con) to the stellar surface bolometric flux, which is
given by Fang et al. (2018) when calculating the flux of Hα line
in the LAMOST spectra. σ is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant.

Subsequently, we calculated the Femission through the following
equation:

Femission = QCMEFHα,quiet. (17)

Finally, the minimum mass of CME candidate 1 is estimated to
be 4.12 × 1018 g, which is within the mass range of CME candi-
dates for M dwarfs reported by Vida et al. (2019) and Maehara
et al. (2021).

3.2. Stellar CME candidate 2: LAMOST obsid 635003103

The host star of CME candidate 2 (LAMOST obsid
635003103) is an M4-type main-sequence star (LAMOST
J121933.15+015426.7). There are four consecutively observed
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Fig. 10. Hα contrast profiles in CME candidate 2. Panels A and B show the Hα contrast profiles of the first two spectra. Panel C shows the double
Gaussian fitting result for the Hα contrast profile of the active spectrum.

LAMOST-MRS spectra for CME candidate 2. Fig. 9 shows the
four pre-processed spectra. Although the Hα line profiles in the
first three spectra appear to show a slight asymmetry, these three
spectra are almost the same. We thus regarded these three spectra
as reference spectra of the host star. The S/N values of the blue
and red arms of the third spectrum are 7 and 15, respectively.
They are both higher than those of the other two spectra. Thus,
we chose the third spectrum as the reference spectrum and per-
formed double Gaussian fitting for the Hα contrast profile of the
active spectrum. The result is shown in Fig. 10. Panels A and B
of Fig. 10 show that the Hα contrast profiles of the first two spec-
tra reveal no obvious asymmetries. The double Gaussian fitting
result in panel C shows that the Hα contrast profile exhibits a
blueshifted component and a wide emission component centred
around the rest wavelength of the Hα line. The centre velocity
of the blueshifted component is –71 km s−1 and the maximum
velocity is –151 km s−1. The blueshifted component in the Hα
contrast profile may be caused by the projection of a CME erup-
tion in the line of sight. Although its centre velocity is low, it is
in the impulsive phase of the eruption and may continue to accel-
erate in the later stage, thereby perhaps escaping from the host
star. The minimum mass of this possible CME is estimated to be
8.84 × 1017 g. The large line width of the broad emission com-
ponent may result from the Stark broadening associated with the
enhanced pressure by electrons (Švestka 1972; Zhu et al. 2019;
Muheki et al. 2020a; Wu et al. 2022).

3.3. Stellar CME candidate 3: LAMOST obsid 624510064

3.3.1. Characteristics of the chromospheric lines in CME
candidate 3

The host star of CME candidate 3 (LAMOST obsid
624510064) is an M2-type main-sequence star (LAMOST
J041827.35+145813.6). There are three consecutively observed
LAMOST-MRS spectra for CME candidate 3. Fig. 11 shows
the three pre-processed spectra of CME candidate 3 and two
reference spectra of the host star. We can see that the Hα emis-
sion in the active spectra gradually weakens and the red wing
of Hα shows an obvious enhancement, possibly indicating the
decay phase of a stellar flare. In addition, the Mg I triplet, Fe II

5170.47 Å and He I 6680 Å lines also exhibit emission. The dou-
ble Gaussian fitting results for the Hα contrast profiles of the
three active spectra in CME candidate 3 are shown in panels A,
B, and C of Fig. 12. There are two redshifted components in
the Hα contrast profiles, and both of their intensities gradually
decrease. Fig. 13 shows that the centre and maximum velocities
of the low-velocity component gradually decrease. The centre
velocity of the high-velocity component shows a slightly increas-
ing trend, but we realize that the fitting error is large. The
maximum velocity gradually decreases and the largest velocity
reaches 698 km s−1, which exceeds the surface escape velocity
of the host star (552 km s−1). The single Gaussian fitting results
for the He I 6680 Å contrast profiles are presented in panels D,
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Fig. 11. Three pre-processed spectra of CME candidate 3 (three solid lines) and two reference spectra of the host star (two dashed lines). The three
panels are similar to those in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 12. Gaussian fitting results for the contrast profiles of the Hα, He I 6680 Å, and Mg I triplet lines in the active spectra of CME candidate 3.
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Fig. 13. Temporal evolution of the centre and maximum velocities of the two components in the Hα contrast profiles of the three active spectra for
CME candidate 3.

E and F of Fig. 12, showing that the intensity and redshift of the
He I line both gradually decrease. The He I line does not reveal
two redshifted components as in the case of the Hα line, proba-
bly due to the lower S/N. Obvious emission and small redshifts
can also be seen in the Mg I triplet and Fe II 5170.47 Å lines.

3.3.2. Doppler shifts and asymmetries of the chromospheric
lines in CME candidate 3

The high-speed redshifted component in panels A, B, and C of
Fig. 12 (green) may be caused by a CME propagating in the
direction away from the Earth, while the low-speed redshifted
component (pink) likely results from coronal rain falling back to
the stellar surface. The central velocity of the high-speed compo-
nent shows a weak increasing trend. The average central velocity
is 315 km s−1, and the largest value of the maximum velocities
exceeds the surface escape velocity of the host star. There-
fore, the high-speed component may be caused by a backward
moving CME. A possible reason for the gradually decreasing
maximum velocity is that as the CME expands during the prop-
agation, the density of the outer region with a faster propagation
speed decreases more, so its signal weakens in the line profiles.
Another possible scenario is that the rapid propagation region
of the CME is blocked by the star as the CME propagates away
from the Earth, leaving just the slower-propagation region of the
CME to be observed by the telescope. It should be noted that this
may be a non-radial propagating CME occurring near the stellar
limb, thus allowing both the flare and the backward propagat-
ing CME to be observed. Non-radial eruptions mean that CME

motions deviate from the radial direction, often due to magnetic
obstacles (coronal holes, helmet streamers, etc.) near the source
regions of CMEs. Such a phenomenon is frequently observed
on the Sun (Panasenco et al. 2013; Bi et al. 2013; Cécere et al.
2020). The trajectories of many solar non-radial eruptions devi-
ate from radial propagation by around 30 degrees and some
even reach 90 degrees (Filippov et al. 2001; Liewer et al. 2015;
Yang et al. 2018). Based on the high-speed component shown in
Fig. 12A, the minimum mass of the possible CME is estimated
to be 1.85 × 1018 g.

The central and maximum velocities of the low-speed com-
ponent gradually decrease, and the central velocities are lower
than 100 km s−1. These characteristics are similar to those of the
coronal rain on the Sun. A possible scenario is that one foot-
point of the flare loop is located close to the stellar limb and the
other footpoint is blocked by the stellar disk. In that case, cool
coronal rain falling back to the stellar surface along the flare
loop may result in a redshifted emission in the Hα. The typi-
cal speed of coronal rain is between 30 km s−1 and 150 km s−1

(Oliver et al. 2016; Antolin 2020; Li et al. 2021; Chen et al.
2022). In solar observations, redward asymmetries of the Hα line
caused by coronal rain have been identified (Ahn et al. 2014).
Fuhrmeister et al. (2018) analysed the Hα asymmetries of M
dwarfs and suggested that a possible reason for the red-wing
enhancement is coronal rain. Moreover, if this flare occurs near
the stellar limb, the decrease of the emission in the Hα line
core may be caused by the decreasing projected area of the flare
ribbons as the star rotates. The observed redshifts of the Mg I

triplet, Fe II 5170.47 Å and He I 6680 Å lines may be caused by a
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Table 3. Parameters of the three CME candidates.

CME candidate Mass (g) Maximum bulk velocity (km s−1) Maximum velocity (km s−1)

LAMOST obsid 876604049 4.12 × 1018 –124 –473
LAMOST obsid 635003103 8.84 × 1017 –71 –151
LAMOST obsid 624510064 1.85 × 1018 341 698

combined effect of CME and coronal rain, which cannot be
separated due to the low S/N in these spectral lines.

In order to verify the activity of the host star for CME can-
didate 3, we collected two sets of photometric data for the host
star from the TESS database (Ricker et al. 2014, 2015). After
normalizing the flux and using the power spectral density to
calculate the period of starspot activity, we plot these two sets
of data in panels A and B in Fig. 14. Both sets of data show
changes in the light curves caused by starspots, and the period
of the spot activity is about 0.45 days. In addition, it can be seen
from Fig. 14 that the host star produced multiple superflares dur-
ing the two observation periods of the TESS. The light curve of
the largest superflare is zoomed-in in panel C. The duration of
this superflare is 58 minutes and its energy is estimated to be
4.37 × 1034 erg though a method used by Lu et al. (2019). The
photometric data of the TESS suggests that the host star of CME
candidate 3 is a very active star, which is likely to generate super-
flares and CMEs to cause the Doppler shifts and asymmetries of
the spectral lines, as mentioned above. For the host stars of the
other two candidates, we were unable to collect other valuable
data.

4. Summary and future perspectives

In this work, we have searched for stellar CMEs on late-
type main-sequence stars (Teff < 6000 K, log[g/(cm s−2)] > 4.0)
in the LAMOST-MRS. The search sample contains 1 379 408
LAMOST-MRS spectra, which come from 226 194 late-type
main-sequence stars. By searching for the asymmetric Hα line
profiles in the sample and conducting visual inspections, we
identified three possible stellar CMEs. The relevant parame-
ters of the three CME candidates are summarized in Table 3,
including the CME mass, maximum bulk velocity, and maxi-
mum velocity. The host star of the three CME candidates are
three M dwarfs. After performing a double Gaussian fitting for
the Hα contrast profiles of the continuously observed spectra of
the three CME candidates, we obtained the Doppler shifts of the

asymmetric emission components. In light of the observations
and theoretical models of solar flares and CMEs, the possible
physical processes responsible for the asymmetric components
of the Hα line profiles in the three CME candidates are dis-
cussed. The main results for these three stellar CME candidates
are summarized as follows:
1. The host star of CME candidate 1 (LAMOST obsid

876604049) is an M1-type main-sequence star. This CME
candidate appears to occur in the impulsive phase of the
associated stellar flare, when intensities of the Mg I triplet,
Fe II 5170.47 Å, Hα, and He I 6680 Å lines all gradually
increase. The Mg I triplet and Hα lines exhibit obvious blue-
wing enhancements, which are likely caused by a CME.
The minimum mass of the CME is estimated to be 4.12 ×
1018 g. The central and maximum velocities of the blue-
wing component of Hα gradually increase. The Hα line also
exhibits a redshifted component that is likely caused by the
chromospheric condensation;

2. The host star of CME candidate 2 (LAMOST obsid
635003103) is an M4-type main-sequence star. The Hα line
shows a blueshifted component that is likely caused by a
CME. The minimum mass of the CME is estimated to be
8.84 × 1017 g. An additional broad emission component of
the Hα line is probably caused by the Stark broadening
effect;

3. The host star of CME candidate 3 (LAMOST obsid
624510064) is an M2-type main-sequence star. This CME
candidate might occur in the decay phase of the associated
stellar flare. The Hα line profiles show two redshifted com-
ponents, one of which may be caused by a CME propagating
in the direction away from the observer, and its minimum
mass is estimated to be 1.85 × 1018 g. The other redshifted
component may be caused by flare-triggered coronal rain. In
addition, our analysis of the photometric TESS data shows
that the host star of CME candidate 3 is a very active star,
which is capable of generating superflares and CMEs and
causing the asymmetries of the spectral lines.
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From our large sample, we only detected three possible stel-
lar CMEs. The probability of detecting stellar CMEs is much
smaller than that of superflares (Maehara et al. 2012; Karoff
et al. 2016) on late-type main-sequence stars. Koller et al. (2021)
detected only six CME candidates among the 630 000 late-type
main-sequence stars in SDSS. Muheki et al. (2020a) tried to
search for stellar CMEs from 2000 high-dispersion spectra of
AD Leo but did not find a CME candidate with a velocity exceed-
ing the escape velocity of the host star. Vida et al. (2019) found
478 spectra with line asymmetries from 25 stars among about
5500 spectra and suggested that these 25 stars may show asym-
metries in their spectral line profiles multiple times per day. The
reason why Vida et al. (2019) detected more CME candidates
may be due to a selection effect. Their samples are mainly active
M dwarfs. Leitzinger et al. (2020) did not detect CME candi-
dates in FGK-type main-sequence stars using the data sources
that were partially similar to those of Vida et al. (2019). There-
fore, the reason why there are fewer stellar CME candidates
detected from our sample may be as follows. First, although the
LAMOST-MRS has observed many spectra, the time-domain
survey is in the early stage and the number of spectra observed
for the same target is still too few. As the time-domain spectral
survey continues, the LAMOST-MRS will conduct many more
observations of stars, and we may find more stellar CMEs in the
future. Second, the torus instability of magnetic flux ropes is one
of the main triggering mechanisms of solar CMEs. On some
stars, the background coronal magnetic field decreases slowly
with altitude, which may suppress the torus instability and thus
reduce the rate of stellar CME eruptions (Sun et al. 2022). The
strong magnetic field on some stars may also suppress CME
eruptions (Alvarado-Gómez et al. 2018; Li et al. 2020). In a
word, the number of stellar CME candidates is still very small,
and long-term continuous spectroscopic observations are highly
desired to expand stellar CME samples.
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